INTERNATIONAL MUSIC SUMMIT IS AN INSPIRATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT LEADERSHIP PLATFORM CREATED BY AND FOR THOSE WHO LOVE ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND ITS CULTURE.
2018 marks the 11th year of IMS Ibiza, entering a new decade of inspiring artists and business minds, uniting the industry and celebrating the art and culture of electronic music.

The global industry will join together in Ibiza, the capital of electronic music, for three days of inspiring panels, informative workshops, powerful networking sessions and cutting edge events featuring some of the world’s leading DJ & producer talent.
IMS IBIZA 2018

3 DAYS
48 COUNTRIES
111 SPEAKERS

1,200 DELEGATES
200 GLOBAL PRESS
IMS IBIZA EXPERIENCE

- Thought Provoking Speakers and Panels
- Informative Workshops
- Roundtable Chats
- Powerful Networking Sessions
- Legends Dinner
- IMS Dalt Vila
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
THE IMS MANUAL

A copy is inserted into every delegate bag, containing essential information on the summit, delegates and the industry.

IMS GUIDE AD SPECS:

Single Page Bleed Size: 171mm Wide X 246mm High
Single Page Trim Size: 165mm Wide X 240mm High
Double Page Spread Size: 336mm Wide X 246mm High
Double Page Spread Trim Size: 330mm Wide X 240mm High

ARTWORK DEADLINE:

1st April (Please note - all artwork to be supplied as hi res PDF / CMYK (not RGB)
The IMS ibiza finale party at historic UNESCO World Heritage Site Dalt Vila is a one-of-a-kind, open air event that unites the electronic music community for a night of incredible music. Opportunities for brand visibility are available throughout the main area, the VIP garden and back stage artist area. Promotional gifting is also possible, putting your brand into the hands of influencers and headline artists.
IMS PROMOTIONAL PARTIES

A great way to connect and socialise with the international electronic music industry is to host a cocktail event at one of our summit venues or one of the many unique locations Ibiza has to offer. This is often where the best connections are made, discussing your company, artists, products or future plans over drinks and good music.
LEGENDS DINNER

Given to a true pioneer in the electronic music world, the IMS Ibiza Legend is celebrated each year at an exclusive dinner event. Previous recipients have included Pepe Roselló, Nile Rodgers, Fatboy Slim, Pete Tong and Carl Cox.
The IMS Ibiza summit bag is provided to all delegates, it includes the IMS Manual, key information on the summit, merchandise, free gifts, promotional offers and more. Our delegate bags fall into the hands of the most influential creative and business leaders in the industry as well as high profile press. Your promotional item may be presented in any shape or form, previous inserts have included; promo music, flyers, pens, USB’s, clothing, lighters, sunglasses and branded merchandise.
IMS PROMOTIONAL STAND

Exhibition stands provide premium space for three days within the summit in a high footfall area. Stands are situated in the Hard Rock Hotel next to the entrance of the conference room, the heart of the summit and a key networking and meeting point.
IMS IBIZA MEETING ROOMS

Two spaces are available at IMS Ibiza to host your meeting or event during the summit. The meeting room offers the latest in audiovisual technology and can accommodate up to 18 people in a formal setting. For a more relaxed lunch meeting, the Hard Rock Hotel restaurant offers the opportunity for fine dining for up to 14 people in an exclusive private room with its own bar and seating area.
IMS IBIZA APP

The go-to guide for all summit information, brand integration in the IMS Ibiza app allows you to put your organisation or brand in front of delegates.
Please feel free to contact us for more information or with any questions.
Olivia@internationalmusicsummit.com